
Daniel George, IFLRY Treasurer 

Report Executive Committee Santo Domingo 

Duties as a Treasurer 

Since the General Assembly in Vienna I was as usual taking care of the day-to-day financial 

operations of the organizations in close cooperation with the office. This involved multiple weekly 

contacts with the Executive Director Mane Manukyan and the IFLRY assistants. In particular I took 

care of the following tasks: 

- Bookkeeping in the online-system and bringing it in accordance with the paperwork in the 

office 

- Administration of grants and the connected paperwork with the donors and grant-giving 

agencies such as IDI, VVD, the European Commission and the Council of Europe 

- Assistance with grant-applications for the financial year 2016 

- Sending out invoices, invoice-reminders and other connected documents to member-

organizations and individuals  

- Budgeting and budget-control for IFLRY events on regular base 

For the financial situation please consult the interim financial documents and the oral situation-

report during the Executive Committee. 

Other Duties 

I was leading the planning and execution of the CoE Work-Plan events in Kharkiv and Tbilisi as well as 

supporting the Ideology Training in Armenia as a team-leader. 

As Manager of the Belarus Programme I organized 2 different events with one more to follow in 

November and was responsible for the ongoing campaigns and operations of the IFLRY Belarus 

Programme. 

Events and Activities 

- 9-12 April IFLRY Belarus and Ukraine Programme Ideology Training, Kiev, Ukraine 

- 24-26 April  ELF / FNF Seminar “Youth Participation”, Istanbul, Turkey 

- 2-5 July  IFLRY “Conflict Transformation” Seminar, Kharkiv, Ukraine 

- 19-23 August IFLRY Belarus and Ukraine Programme, Kyiv, Ukraine 

- 3-6 September IFLRY / IDI Ideology Training, Sevan, Armenia 

- 6-9 October IFLRY “Conflict Transformation” Seminar, Tbilisi, Georgia 

I remain at your service for further questions during the Executive Committee or by E-Mail at any 

time. 

Daniel George 

IFLRY Treasurer 


